
PLAY GUIDE   MONTHS 11-13

LET’S EXPLORE



Knowledge is power and it changes 
everything as a parent. By discovering 

exactly what your baby needs at every stage
and specific things you can do to help, 
you can go from feeling overwhelmed to 

confident in a heartbeat.

– Monti&Me



There are so many “rules” these days with 
kids and everyone has an opinion. But when you 

focus on the data, instead of the drama, 
making informed choices becomes easy.

– Monti&Me



We’re so glad you’re here!

WELCOME!



What’s included? 
Let’s Explore Play Set

THE TRACKER

Visually tracking the balls from left to 
right prepares your baby for future 

success in reading. Winning!

FLIP TOP BOX

Build hand strength, hand eye  
coordination and problem solving skills  

withthissurprisingfliptopbox.

PUSH BALLS

Explore motion and direction
 whilst strengthening your  
child’sfingersandpalms.

RAINBOW STACKER

Learnhowthingsfittogetherwith
these colourful stacking rings, whilst 
building precision and motor skills.

FIRST WORDS BOOK

Continue to make sense of  
the world while building up  

her word bank.

FIRST CONCEPT BOOKS

Introduce your baby to concepts like 
counting and shapes, in a way that 

helps them make sense of their world.

SMALL CIRCLE PUZZLE

This puzzle is most challenging 
as it requires more precision.

FIRST PUZZLE

Startdevelopingfinemotorand 
problem solving skills with  

thisfirstpuzzleset.

SINGLE SHAPE PUZZLES

Aligning the edges of a triangle is  
a more challenging activity.

PUZZLE SET

Help your baby practice shape 
recognitionwhiledevelopingfine
motor and problem solving skills.

FIRST WORDS BOOK

Everyday objects that your baby is  
getting to know – including some that 

mightbecomefirstwords.



A note from me to you 

I’m a parent too, and like 
you, I want to do everything 
humanly possible to help my 
child become his best, most 
conscious self.

The fact you are reading these 
words, proves you’re already 
killing it at parenthood.

You care deeply enough about 
your child’s development and 
your relationship with them, to 
put in the time to research and 
take action. 

And guess what, the science 
says it pays off.

How we play and parent has the 
ability to change the world. 

Infants are unfathomably 
attuned to our feelings, vibes 
and their environment.

They learn through experiences. 
They absorb what we model. 

From birth until age 3 humans 
unconsciously absorb every 
experience.

Everything your baby sees or 
hears forms part of him.

Parenthood is the steepest 
learning curve any adult has 
ever undertaken. 

We’re so honoured to be with 
you on the journey.



By choosing a conscious heart-led 
approach to play, you truly are creating 

revolutionary change in the world.
Put simply, collectively we are  

building a better world

– Monti&Me
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Being conscious of how we 
parent, the words we say, the 
impressions we give…. they 
mean more in this stage of life 
than any other.

The core structure of the brain 
is formed in the first three 
years. By age three, the brain 
has established a pattern of 
processing information that will 
be used throughout life. 

Your child’s early experiences 
affect the quality of their brain 
architecture, forming the 
foundation upon which future 
development rests.

Early experiences have 
a greater impact on the 
developing brain because 
new experiences are stored in 
relation to previous ones. 

Children’s early experiences are 
ingrained at a deep level and 
have lasting effects.

Why this stuff matters



Every day, in every way… 
Children teach us what life is truly about.

– Monti&Me
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We believe all parents want  
to nurture their baby with love, 
respect and understanding. 
We’re all doing the best with 
what we know. 

Parents are also human: we 
have triggers, habits and 
unconscious beliefs. 

Often we don’t realise we even 
have expectations about how 
babies should or shouldn’t 
behave until they are doing the 
exact opposite. Nature has a 
way of bringing us the exact 
stimulus we need, to learn the 
lesson we need most.

We created this Play Book 
to help parents understand 
what’s going on with their 
baby in months 11-13. 

Better understanding our 
baby makes it easier to show 
up with empathy and respect 
in the testing moments. It 
allows us to create the 
conditions for both baby and 
you to thrive.

Leaning on neuroscience and 
the Montessori Method makes 
it possible to raise your baby 
with love, respect, insight and 
a surprising sense of calm.

There are no quick tricks in parenting 
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From birth until around age 3, children are 
unconsciously absorbing everything in their 

environment. They gather everything from their 
environment just simply by being in it. They can

teach themselves how to move by watching, they 

can teach themselves how to talk by listening. 

Everything your baby sees and experiences is becoming 
part of him. Human Beings are incredibly amazing!



Contents

• Parenting Mantras

• What’s going on with baby’s 
development?

• Unfolding and milestones

• Toys

• How parents support development

• Activities



Secure attachment is the most essential ingredient 

for brain development

While young children need 
to be exposed to different 
textures, sights and sounds, 
the most essential ingredient 
for brain development is 
a secure attachment to 
loving caregivers and loving 
interactions with them. 

 The research tells us that the 
quality and stability of a child’s 
human relationships in the 
early years lay the foundation 
for a wide range of later 
developmental outcomes that 
really matter:  

• increasedself-confidence
• strong sense of self
• love of learning
• knowing the difference

between right and wrong
• the ability to control

impulses and resolve
conflicts

• the ability to have
respectful and meaningful
future relationships

• the ability to empathise
with others

Ultimately, all the qualities one needs to become the best human they can be
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While young children need to be 
exposed to different textures, sights and

sounds, the most essential ingredient 
for brain development is a secure 
attachment to loving caregivers and 

interactions with them.
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FUN FACT: 

Brain development is activity dependent so

everything a child touches, tastes, sees, hears 

and smells impacts the brain circuitry. The 

environment directly influences the structure

of the brain. Providing educational play from 
birth helps fulfil their potential.  

– The Center of Developing Child,
Harvard University



Your little human is so capable and receptive to
the world around them. They are so attuned 
to feelings, emotions and the environment 

they’re in. Their outer world experiences 
are literally creating their inner world.



INTRODUCING
The Montessori Method er



Maria Montessori created the 
materials after she realised that 
students seem to understand 
complex concepts better when 
they engage all their senses.

Activities at her first school 
included personal care (such 
as dressing and undressing), 
care for the environment 
like sweeping, dusting and 
gardening. Otherwise they  
were free to move around  
and play with the materials.

Montessori observed that 
children showed episodes 
of deep concentration and 
multiple repetitions of the  
same activity.

Given free choice, kids  
showed more interest in 
practical activities and the 
materials than normal toys, 
sweets or other rewards. 
Over time spontaneous self-
discipline emerged.

Montessori concluded that 
working independently children 
seemed to reach new levels of 
autonomy and become  
self-motivated learners.

She began to see the role of 
the teacher and parent as a 
facilitator of young human 
beings who are free to move 
and act within the limits of a 
prepared environment.

Who invented Montessori toys (material) and what’s special about them?

The goal: to grow children 

to become independent and 

responsible adults who share a 

love for learning.



The Montessori method is one that is 

gaining a great deal of scientific support 

and must keep being studied in an exhaustive way,

as it guarantees the creation of a universe 

based on affection and respect for the individual 
rhythms of each child and environment.



Let’s talk a little bit more about 
the types of materials that we 
would put into the environment 
to engage the child and pique 
their curiosity. What are the 
benefits of having these types 
of materials?

Montessori promotes  
hands-on, self-paced 
collaborative, challenging and 
joyful learning. 

They encourage divergent 
thinking instead of convergent 
thinking, innovation instead of 
standardization.

Students take ownership of 
their learning: a critical 
element in fostering each 
child’s natural learning desire.

What makes a toy, 

a Montessori toy?

1. They’re made of natural
materials.

2. There’s one specific thing
that the child’s willing to
master as opposed to some
of those toys for babies, quite
a lot of plastic toys have too
much going on so we try to
stay away from anything that
has an all in one label.
The child often isn’t that
engaged by any of it because
every skill they develop needs

to happen in stages, offering 
overwhelming battery toys 
hinders their development. 
Montessori toys usually focus 
on one aspect at a time. So, 
that the child can master it 
at their pace then they can 
move on to the next level.

3. Montessori material is
attractive to children because
they resemble real life items
which makes them more
attractive then coloured
flashy toys.

What are the benefits?
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FUN FACT: 

The research shows babies learn 
best through play. Lessons are out.

Discovery is in.
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Studies show that children 
who grow in more stimulating 
environments do better 
than those who have fewer 
opportunities to learn. Brain 
development is dependent on 
the brain’s activity, therefore, 
the more material a child 
touches, tastes, sees, hears  
and smells impacts the  
brain’s circuitry. 

Exposing babies to a variety 
of age-appropriate stimuli, 
meeting their developmental 
needs, and providing just 
enough challenge to stretch 
their skills will lay the best 
foundation for their future.

Prepared environment for brain development
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FUN FACT: 

Learning how to focus starts now
and it’s crucial for future learning. 

– Monti&Me
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Babies are very good at having 
a reference to a place. 

They know that when you place 
them in a bathtub full of water 
they are going to have a bath. 
Or when you place them on the 
changing table, they are 
probably going to have a 
nappy change. 

Similarly, being in the cot 
represents to them the action 
of sleeping, of having their belly 
full, feeling relaxed and loved.

Consider creating a 

movement area

We advocate creating a 
movement area for your baby 
to use in their waking space. 
The aim of toys is stimulation, 
to create an opportunity 
for your baby to ‘work’. This 
is why it’s better to create 
a movement area for your 
baby’s waking space. You are 
essentially helping babe orient 
- a fundamental human need -
creating security, and signalling
what s/he’s expected to do.

What can I offer to help baby develop?



HOT TIP: 

Bring order to your child’s environment 
and pair down, so they play more! 

– Monti&Me



Step 1: Find an area in  your 
home that works best for your 
family. 

Keep in mind that children 
love to be part of your 
community. If you set up the 
playspace in an area like the 
family room, you’ll have the 
added bonus of being able to 
get some work done while 
your little one plays 
independently.

Step 2: In Montessori it’s 
recommended to put out 6-8 
toys at once. This supports 
your little ones sense of order 
and allows them to focus on 
their work/play as they build 
new skills. 

Step 3: Leave toys out for a 
week or two before rotating 
because children will thrive 
when given the opportunity for 
repetition with their toys.

This enables your little one 
to experience the excitement 
and challenge of something 
new with ample time for 
repetition. Repetition fosters 
focus and concentration. 

Setting up a playspace 



What an honour to be guiding 
our children in discovering 
who they are and why they

came to the Earth School. 

– Monti&Me



Again, again

At this stage more than ever, 
little ones want to spend time 
repeating things again and 
again: undoing what was 
already done. 

For them the joy and learning 
is in the process of the 
experience. Their version of 
repetition is very different to 
ours. Every time they repeat 
something it’s actually a new 
experience – another layer of 
exploration and knowledge-
building. Interestingly, 
repetition is a human 
tendency Maria Montessori 
observed. She described 
repetition as being an urge 
children need to satisfy which 
in turn will lead to mastery of 
the activity. So when you see 

your child wanting to repeat 
an activity, consider stepping 
back and letting nature unfold.

Tip: Give your child 
opportunities to repeat an 
activity and notice when it’s 
you wrapping up the activity 
or them. Consider observing 
your own expectations. Our 
little ones can teach us more 
about ourselves than we can 
ever imagine. 

Power Struggles & 
big feelings

Over the next few months 
your little one will strive to be 
more and more independent. 

One day you’ll wake up and 
suddenly there stands a toddler! 

Toddlers often get a bad wrap 
and adults can expect a lot 
from someone who just landed 
on earth a year ago. You can 
help by being aware of the 
emotional ups and downs that 
often accompany their need 
for independence and freedom. 
This stage is described as being 
a mirror of transitioning into 
being a teenager. 

Giving your child the 
opportunity to decide between 
two choices can help to avoid 
power struggles. This is a simple 
waytofilltheirdailyneedfor
independence and  
power/free will.  



Separation Anxiety

Children often show signs of 
separation anxiety during 
this stage much more than 
before. Your child may want 
independence but on her 
terms! At the same time 
children also begin to show 
empathy – she might look sad 
or get upset when she sees 
someone else crying. 

Empathy is about 
understanding how others 
might be feeling and it’s an 
important part of forming 
relationships with people. You 
may notice her taking care 
of her teddies or dolls: re-
enacting out how you  
take care of her.

Reality VS Fantasy

Your little ones brain assumes 
everything they’re exposed to 
is real. Your baby is trying to 
make sense of the Earth realm 
and everything in it. It can be 
confusing and sometimes 
scary when the books we read 
contradict real life. Some experts 
hypothesize being exposed to 
cartoons, dragons and animals 
that talk via books contributes 
to phobias and nightmares. You 
can help by being mindful of 
what you introduce. 

Children can’t make the 
distinction themselves no matter 
how many times we tell them 
something is pretend. 

Jump into help, just 

differently

Adults mean well and we want to 
help our babies as much as can. 
But what science has proven is 
most helpful often doesn’t come 
naturally.   
Next time you see your baby 
struggling to successfully 
complete a task, rather than 
jumping in with words of 
encouragement, consider the 
most helpful approach: Stay 
silent, observe and when they 
make eye contact with you 
describe what you see: ‘It is tricky 
to put the ball in the hole. You are 
using so much arm strength!’ 



Fun fact: Taking turns helps 
your baby learn self-control and 
how to get along with others. 
By waiting, you give your baby 
time to formulate a response 
andbuildtheirconfidenceand
independence. Waiting also 
helps you understand their 
needs. 

Hot tip: Count to 10 or 20 in your 
head before jumping in again. 
Chances are your baby will give 
you a response before you hit 20! 

Monkey see, Monkey Do

Your child is watching, 
communicating and learning 
from you. Conscious role 
modelling is one effective 
strategy for mitigating 

meltdowns in months to come. 
Your child is unconsciously 
taking everything in. 

Yourresponsestodifficult
situations and feelings create 
the blueprint for your child. 
Now more than ever, being 
mindful of how you respond (vs. 
unconsciously react) sets your 
baby up for success. 

Next time you feel frustration 
bubbling up, consider talking to 
your child about your feelings. 
When we can express feelings 
it gives our children permission 
to do the same. Discussing your 
feelings shows your child both 
that you’re human and that 
emotions aren’t shameful.  

Feel Emotions, Let Them Flow

Your child doesn’t yet know it’s 
possible to feel and experience 
emotions without identifying with 
them. They need to be shown 
constructive ways of feeling and 
letting go. Talk them through 
your process whenever you 
remember. 

‘I’m feeling angry because I don’t 
have one of the ingredients for 
dinner. I forgot to buy it. I’m going 
to take some deep breaths to 
calm down’



Children are human beings to whom 
respect is due, superior to us by reason 

of their innocence and of the greater
possibilities of their future. Let us treat 

them with all the kindness which we 
would wish to help to develop in them.

– Dr. Maria Montessori



It’s never too early to teach 
your baby that it’s okay to 
express emotions.

You can help validate their 
communication – often 
crying - in a way that builds 
vocabulary for emotions and 
strengthens your bond. 

Try saying, “It seems like 
you’re feeling overwhelmed/
powerless/frustrated”

Little human, big feelings.
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Repeating mantras in times 
of stress throughout the day 
is a physiological way of 
slowing down the mind. Saying 
these to yourself, out loud, is 
a beautiful way to teach your 
child how to self-regulate. 
Most adults were never 
given a blue print to regulate 
emotions. Imagine the world 
we can create with  
a generation that are?

How to do it:

• Pause. Breathe. Mantra.

• This is hard. I can do
hard things.

• This is not an emergency.
I can respond in calm.

• They are having a hard time
- not giving me a hard time.

• I am calm. I am loving.
I am kind.

• I am exactly who my
children need.

• I want to react. I choose
to respond.

• I am doing my best,
that is enough.

• I can be peaceful even
in chaos.

Parenting Mantras



Preparing for this plane of development

Dr. Maria Montessori outlined four 
consecutive planes, or stages, 
of development from birth to 
maturity. Each plane spans 
approximately six-years. 

At each plane of development 
children and young people 
display intellectual powers, 
social orientations and creative 
potential unique to that stage. 

Each plane is characterised 
by the way children learn in 
that stage, building on the 
achievements of the plane before.

The first plane of development 
is the period from birth to 
approximately age six. 

During this stage children are 
sensory explorers, learning to 
become functionally independent 
in their immediate environment 
and community. 

Children at this stage 
construct their own intellect by 
absorbing every aspect of their 
environment, language and 
culture.

Nature unfolds according to the 
environment it’s in. We can help 
our children thrive by:

•  Offering toys and tools that
meet our child’s interests,
needs and potential of each
developmental stage

•  Enabling independent 
exploration and self-directed
learning

• Preparing a safe space
that enables unrestricted
movement and freedom of
choice

Planes of development 0-6 Years The prepared adult



There’s so much going on  with 

your baby’s  development in the  
months 11-13!

WOAH!



• Be getting better at using
hishandsandfingersand
will probably be feeding
himselfwithhisfingersat
most meals

• Pull herself up to stand by
holding onto furniture, or
she might even stand well
by herself

• Takeherfirststepsorcould
even be walking by herself

• Choose to crawl sometimes
because walking is tiring!

Help you more when he’s 
getting dressed without 
being prompted  

• Start to link words with their
meanings – for example, if
you say ‘ball’ or ‘teddy’ he
might look around for these
thingsorgofindandbring
to you

In Months 11 -13 Your Baby Might



Give your child lots of hugs, 

cuddles and kisses: empathy 
and attention are good for your 
child’s emotional development. 
Your child is learning how his 
emotions work and needs 
positive modelling more  
than ever. 

Encourage moving: this 
helps your child build muscle 
strength, which is important for 
more complex movements like 
walking and running. Making 
your home safe means your 
child can move about freely 
without getting hurt.  Encourage 
everyday skills like putting on 

and taking off a hat. These 
skills involve both small and 
big muscle movements, as well 
as your child’s ability to think 
about what he’s doing. 

Practical Life: Practical life 
activities are meaningful and 
purpose exercises – practicing 
a portion of a task adults often 
do in everyday life. Sweeping, 
drying dishes, unstacking the 
dishwasher – these are often 
much more fun for your child 
than playing with toys. Your 
little one wants to help you do 
everything. And letting him 
buildsconfidence 
and independence.  

 Talk with your toddler: naming 
and talking about everyday 
things – body parts, toys and 
household items like spoons or 
chairs – develops your child’s 
language skills. At this stage, 
your child will pick up nuances 
and descriptions: a ‘chair’ can 
be a ‘big chair’, ‘red chair’ or 
even a ‘big red chair’. 

Read with your toddler: help 
meet your child’s interest in 
language by reading together, 
telling stories, singing songs 
and reciting nursery rhymes 

There Are A Few Simple Things You Can Do To Help Your Baby’s Development At This Age:



HOT TIP: 
We facilitate experiential learning by choosing 
what to put in the environment, observing 

our child’s development and introducing things 
that meet their developmental needs. 



HOT TIP: 

Bring order to your child’s environment 
and pair down, so they play more! 

– Monti&Me



1. Read about their current stage of development.

2. Observe your baby and take note of what they’re 
showing interest in, practicing and working on.

3. Ask yourself, what can I offer to help support this?

Tips for choosing activities for your baby
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Purposeful Play with close-ended toys 
and tools build skills like executive functioning, 
perseverance, concentration and focus. 

Critical skills for success as an adult.



Purposeful Play

We believe a parent’s role is 
to act as a guide so your child 
can learn for himself through 
exploration. In Dr. Maria 
Montessori words, ‘education 
is acquired not by listening to 
words but by experiences in 
the environment.’

We adults facilitate 
experiential learning by 
choosing what we put in the 
environment, observing our 
child’s development and 
introducing things that meet 

their developmental needs. 
Experiential learning helps 
your child better understand 
concepts, better retain 
information and later to 
successfully apply that 
knowledge. 

At Monti&Me Purposeful Play 
means building babies’ brain 
through play. Talking with 
your baby is one of the very 
best things you can do to help 
build his developing brain. 
Hearing lots of words early 

is proven to expand babies’ 
mental capacities. The more 
you talk with him, the more he 
understands and the more he 
will learn to say by himself.

Try to encourage only doing 
one thing at a time to help with 
the development of focus and 
concentration. This means 
not interrupting verbally when 
baby is concentrating in play.

Be warned –in practice it’s 
much harder than you think.



The Montessori Method strengthens certain 

brain functions that help expand cognitive 
development. I’ve nicknamed it “the original 

system of learning based on the brain.”

– Steve Hughes, neuropsychologist, 
pediatrician, and Montessori father



HOT TIP: 

Observe what skills your babe is developing 
at every stage and meet those needs, with a 

little bit of challenge to stretch the skills. 
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The child has a different relation to his 
environment from ours…the child 

absorbs it. The things he sees are not just 
remembered; they form part of his soul.

– Dr. Maria Montessori



HOT TIP: 
We facilitate experiential learning by choosing 
what to put in the environment, observing 

our child’s development and introducing things 
that meet their developmental needs. 
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FUN FACT:

Babies don’t need much: A simple shelf
with a handful of materials your 

babe can engage with. Their space 
within your space. 

– Monti&Me



Encourage Focus

1.  Follow with the child.

Let’s say you’re out in a play
area or park with your child.
Do you notice yourself
saying “hey look at that!Let’s
go play with that over there!

Waiting for your child to
choose what they want to
see or play with,
is what we encourage.

Practice waiting to see what
your child will be drawn to
because they’re the ones
that lead their

own development 
and they know 
what they need to be 
mastering. 

•  It takes a lot of skill to
step back and see
what the child chooses
and not step in.

Practice waiting to see what 
your child will be drawn to 
because they’re the ones 
that lead their



HOT TIP:

 It’s easy to fall into the trap of interrupting 
your little one. But that is not the way 

nature intended. Observe your babe and 
you’ll notice just how enthralled they are with 

the world around them. 



Encourage Focus

2.  Avoid talking, testing But when your child is busy 
concentrating with materials 
or activities: that’s a moment 
for us to watch and observe.

When your child is in deep 
concentration try not to 
interrupt with well meaning 
words like:

“Ooh what colour is this?” 

or “have you seen these” 

or naming everything. 

It actually can be 
distracting.

and quizzing.

If you take a step back and
try to notice why your child
is not able to concentrate, 
you will notice that what
breaks your child’s
concentration often
is the adult themselves.

There are many moments
when you can support
language development.
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FUN FACT: 

Babies build capabilities and
independence through imitation.



Your little human is so capable and 
receptive to the world around them. 

She is attuned to feelings, emotions and her 
environment. Every outer world experience is

literally creating her inner world. 

– Monti&Me



Learning through play

Seeing everyday moments 
as being purposeful play 
helps reframe our adult 
understanding of play and 
learning. 

Simply talking with your baby 
is one of the very best things 
you can do to help build his 
developing brain. 

The more you talk with him, the 
more he understands and the 
more he’ll eventually learn to 
say by himself. Hearing lots of 
words early is proven to expand 
babies’ mental capacities. 
It also increases social and 
communication skills.

You help your baby learn to 
concentrate by responding to 
her bids for attention during 
play, rather than interrupting 
her focus. 

Your baby will look at you when 
she wants you to input into 
play. She’ll be fully immersed in 
the toy when she’s practicing 
concentration. 

Stopping yourself from jumping 
in and interrupting your baby 
during play is likely to be much 
harder than you think. It can be 
a fun game to become aware of 
how much you want to jump in 
and how often.

Tip: Holding back is one of the most 
helpful things you can do. 

Developing focus 

and concentration



With the magical powers of an 
absorbant mind, there is no better time to 
begin tackling the big issues in the world than

right now. Gender stereotypes, unconcious 
bias, limiting self-beliefs? Let’s intentionally 

co-create a more peaceful planet.
– Monti&Me



Preparing for this plane of development

Planes of development

Dr. Maria Montessori outlined four 
consecutive planes, or stages, 
of development from birth to 
maturity. Each plane spans 
approximately six-years. 
At each plane of development 
children and young people 
display intellectual powers, 
social orientations and creative 
potential unique to that stage. 
Each plane is characterised 
by the way children learn in 
that stage, building on the 
achievements of the plane before.

0-6 Years

Thefirstplaneofdevelopment
is the period from birth to 
approximately age six. 
During this stage children are 
sensory explorers, learning to 
become functionally independent 
in their immediate environment 
and community. 
Children at this stage 
construct their own intellect by 
absorbing every aspect of their 
environment, language and 
culture.

The prepared adult

Nature unfolds according to the 
environment it’s in. 
We can help our children thrive 
by:
• Offering toys and tools that
meet our child’s interests,
needs and potential of each
developmental stage
• Enabling independent
exploration and self-directed
learning
• Preparing a safe space that
enables unrestricted movement
and freedom of choice



Our children teach us how to be truly 
Present. And what love truly feels like. 
And yet many adults mistake their role as 

the Teacher in a parent/child relationship.

– Monti&Me



Babies often need to be 
introduced to things multiple 
times before they will engage. 
If your baby doesn’t seem 
interested in something, try 
again later. 

A gentle reminder that nature 
unfolds exactly as it’s meant to. 
Your baby is no different. Every 
development path is unique and 
no two babies are the same. 

It’s perfectly okay that your 
baby’s development may 
not align perfectly with our 
suggested ages, stages and toys 
of interest. 
Every baby is perfectly unique. 
With different interests and 
different capabilities. 

You are both gifted something 
truly precious. 
The present.

Trust in Nature



Parenting isn’t a practice. 
It is a daily learning experience.

– Unknown



To maximize your child’s interest in this Playkit we 

recommend introducing one toy every 1-2 weeks

This enables your little one to 
experience the excitement and 
challenge of something new 
with ample time for repetition.

Repetition fosters focus and 
concentration. 

Step 1: In Montessori it’s 
recommended to put out 6-8 
toys at once. This supports 
your little ones sense of order 
and allows them to focus on 
their work/play as they build 
new skills. 

Step 2: Leave toys out for a 
week or two before rotating 
because children will thrive 
when given the opportunity for 
repetition with their toys.
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Toys designed to nurture 
babies developing brain

INTRODUCING
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A reminder to supervise your baby while playing with  
the materials and not to leave your baby unattended.  



THE TRACKER
Visually tracking the balls from left to 

right prepares your baby for future 
success in reading. Winning!

FIRST PUZZLE SET
Startdevelopingfinemotorand
problem solving skills with this 

firstpuzzleset

FIRST WORDS BOOKS
Everyday objects that your baby 
is getting to know – like animals, 
food and clothes, including some 
thatmightbecomefirstwords

PUSH BALLS
Explore motion and direction

 whilst strengthening your  
child’sfingersandpalm



FIRST CONCEPT BOOKS
Introduce your baby to concepts like 
counting  and shapes, in a way that 

helps them make sense of their world

RAINBOW STACKER
Learnhowthingsfittogether
with these colourful stacking 

rings, whilst building precision 
and motor skills

PUZZLE SET
Help your baby practice 
shape recognition while 

developingfinemotorand
problem solving skills

FLIP TOP BOX
Build  hand strength, hand 

eye coordination and problem 
solving skills with this surprising 

fliptopbox



Learning to focus and track movement



The Tracker helps prepare your child for future success in reading

Why: 

Children learn about the world 
around them through the 
senses. When the senses are 
engaged, neural pathways in 
the brain are being created. 
These neural pathways are 
what will help your baby in 
learning throughout their life. 
Generally speaking, the more 
senses you can include in play, 
the better. 

As children manipulate objects 
and explore through their 
senses, they are developing key 
strategies to problem solving. 
Guessing, experimenting, 
testing assumptions, and  
 

drawing conclusions are all 
foundations for success  
in STEM.  

The Tracker ticks all these 
boxes, while simultaneously 
working your little one’s eyes. 
Visually tracking the balls 
moving from left to right 
prepares your child for future 
success in reading. 
The tracker also entices 
repetition, working gross motor 
skills as your little one squats 
and stands.  

Toddlers often enjoy coming 
back to the Tracker, keep in 
your toy rotation until age 2.  

Ideas For Play:

• Show your child how the 
Tracker works  

• Narrate your child’s actions: 
‘You pushed down the  
blue ball!  

• Ask questions: ‘Which 
coloured ball will you push 
downfirst?’ 

• ‘I can see you have the 
green ball, can you place it 
inmyhand?’ 

• Use tone of voice in 
encouragement: ‘You did it!’ 



Making sense of the world and abstract concepts



The First Words Books help your child make sense  

of abstract concepts and build vocabulary  

Why: 

Babies are eager to learn 
about the world around them 
andbenefitfrombooksthat
feature realistic, concrete 
images of things they see in 
everyday life. 

Ourminibooksarefilledwith
real life images to help your 
little one make sense of  
the world.   

If your child hears a ton of talk 
inherfirstthreeyears,she’ll
have a larger vocabulary, 
increased listening skills and 
strong communication skills.  
Reading also builds social, 
communication and  
listening skills.  

It teaches your child one of the 
keys to success in personal 
and professional relationships: 
non-verbal communication 
and body language. 

Ideas for play: 
• Your job as Chief Storyteller 

is to lead a conversation 
about what you see, ideally 
with sound effects!   

• It is important to read/
speak slowly so your baby 
can absorb language  

• Play with tone of voice,  
facial expressions and 
body cues  

• When you come to the end, 
choose a phrase like ‘We’re 

finished’or‘TheEnd’and
repeat it at the end of every 
book. It quickly becomes 
a signal that storytime 
is done. And if they’re 
interested, you can  
read again  

• Keep background noise 
to a minimal so baby can 
develop attention and 
focus  

• Introduce STEM skills by 
using describing sentences 
to give information. For 
example: ‘The rock is heavy 
because it is so big’



Practicing concentration and precision 



The Rainbow Stacker helps develop concentration and practice precision 

Why: 

Independence starts with hand 
control.   

By providing opportunities 
to use two hands to work 
together, you are aiding in the 
growth of independence.  
 
‘What the hand does the 
mind remembers’ - Maria 
Montessori   

Here, the colourful rainbow 
rings are intentionally placed 
on the dowel, helping your 
baby develop concentration 
and coordination.   

Your baby is practicing 
grasping and releasing on 
purpose as he practices 
putting the ring on the 
stacking toy. It takes precision 
to pick up and successfully 
place the rings on the 
dowel, and your little one 
will enjoy the challenge and 
experimentation.   

Toddlersstillfindjoyfrom
the stacker. Keep in your toy 
rotation until around age 2. 

Ideas for Play 

• If your child doesn’t explore 
the material on his own, 
you can pick up a ring then 

place it on the dowel – this 
models how it works and 
may pique his interest  

• Build vocabulary and 
create colour recognition 
using the rings as stimulus: 
‘you picked up the purple 
ring, I have the green ring’  

• Sing about the colours of 
the rainbow  

• Narrate your child’s actions 
and ask questions: ‘Where 
doestheringgo?’ 

•  Use tone of voice as 
encouragement ‘You did it!’ 



Strengthening fine motor skills 



The Push Balls strengthens fine motor skills and builds on the 

understanding of object permanence 

Why: 

Yourchildisworkingonfine
motor strength when she 
pushes the balls through the 
top. Babies love pushing the 
coloured balls and watching 
them disappear and (surprise!) 
pop out down below. The balls 
disappear, then reappear, 
building on the concept of 
object permanence.   

This toy also helps her 
understand cause and effect 
as she practices posting. It’s 
fun to watch as your baby 
exploreswhichothertoysfit 
in the holes.   

The Balls Push explores motion 
and direction and develops 
hand-eye coordination.  

Toddlers still enjoy coming 
back to this, keep it in your toy 
rotation until around age 2.  

Ideas For Play: 
• Show your baby how the If 

your child doesn’t explore 
the material on her own, 
you can push down a ball– 
modelling how it works and 
piquing her interest  

• Narrate and ask questions: 
‘Which coloured ball will 
youpushdownfirst?’

• ‘I can see you have the 
green ball, can you place it 
inmyhand?’ 

• ‘Doesyoursoftballfit
insidethehole?’

• ‘You pushed down the  
blue ball!’  

• Use tone of voice as 
encouragement:  ‘You  
did it!’ 



Working on concentration and problem solving 



 The Progressive Puzzles work concentration and problem solving skills

Why: 

Learning how to use both sides 
of his body at the same time 
is a skill that’s important for 
things like getting dressed. 
Your child needs lots and lots 
of practice using both hands 
at once to build the speed of 
communication between her 
brain’s hemispheres.
  
This progression of simple 
puzzles provides the perfect 
level of challenge for your child 
to work on concentration and 
hand-eye coordination. 

Starting with a simple two 
dimensionalobject(aflat
circle) helps your little one build 
awarenessofhowshapesfit

together. He’s also working  
on shape recognition at the 
same time. 

Working with the puzzles helps 
yourbabydevelopfinemotor
and problem solving skills—his 
hands and eyes work together 
whenheremovesorfitsthe
puzzle piece.  

We recommend kicking off with 
the circular puzzle sets. Circles 
are the easiest shape to match 
because they have no corners! 

Once your child has mastered 
shape recognition, introduce 
more of a challenge with 
complex puzzles of multiple 
shapes. 



Ideas For Play:

• Long before your child 
learns how to put the 
puzzle piece in, he can  
lift it out 

• Have your baby practice 
grasping the knob and 
pulling the piece out… show 
himhowitfitsbackin

• Let him explore the two 
parts of the puzzle by 
mouthing them and 
banging them together—
banging objects together is 
another way of using both 
sides of the body at once

•  Personalize the puzzle: cut 
out photos of family, friends 
or pets. Adhere pictures for 
a surprise inside 

• As she gains dexterity and 
the ability to discriminate 
between shapes, introduce 
multiple puzzles at once 
so he can discover which 
shapesfitintowhichholes



Deepening my understanding of 
object permanence 



The Flip Top Box deepens an understanding of object permanence 

Why: 

Your toddler is deepening 
his understanding of object 
permanence.  
Up until recently if something 
couldn’t be seen your little one 
thought it was gone forever.  
The Flip Top Box encourages 
your child to explore this 
concept further while working 
his memory.   

Here the ball is pushed 
through the hole and 
disappears.He’llneedtofigure
outhowtomovethelidtofind
the ball inside. And because 
the ball can’t be seen it’s 
alwaysasurprisetofinditin
there!  

Intentionally posting and 
releasing the ball is also a fun 
lesson in cause and effect. 
Posting sends information to 
the brain and develops hand, 
wristandfingercontrol.

Ideas For Play: 
• Let the ball drop into the

hole, ask your child: ‘Where
diditgo?’

• Lethimwatchyouflipthe
lid to reveal the ball hidden
inside

• Your toddler be so proud of
himself when he can do this
on his own!

• Hide surprises inside
the box for your baby to
discover



More Play Ideas
 to nurture babies 
developing brain
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Decision making is a skill that 
needs to be practiced. You can 
help your baby build executive 
functioning and become 
comfortable making decisions. 

How? By giving her two 
choices. 

Only offer two choices that are 
realistic and choices you are 
willing to give. 

Fun fact: Any more than two 
choices will overwhelm a child.

Help build executive functioning and decision making skills

“Would you like to 

wear this or this?”



HOT TIP:

By praising the effort/process instead  
of the person/ outcome, your baby learns 

their intelligence, capabilities and talents can 
grow the more they learn and the more 
they try. Instead of “you’re so clever!” try  

”I saw how hard you worked on that”
– Monti&Me



Other toys & tools children this stage love

SPINNING RAINBOW DRUM

Perfect for practicing reaching 
with two hands at once and 
developingfinemotorskills.

THE DROP BOX

Develop an understanding  
of object permanence.

EGG AND CUP

Help your baby learn to use both sides 
of the body at the same time—a skill that’s 

important for things like getting dressed.

ROLLING BALLS DRUM

Inspire curiosity and movement  
while exploring cause and effect.

SENSORY BALL SET

Set of sensory balls with varying 
textures and rolling speeds for 

chasing, feeling and kicking.

FIRST STACKING TOY WITH RINGS

Developconcentrationwiththisfirst
Stacking Toy with Rings.

ORGANIC COTTON TREASURE BASKET

Treasurebaskettofillwitheverydayitemsto
practice sensing and exploring.

CUBE FITTING PUZZLE

Help your baby work on 
concentration and coordination.

Toddlers will find new ways to play, mastering the materials in fresh ways over time. 
Often until around age 3.



Developing reverence for nature



Taking toddler nature walks fosters reverence for the earth

Why: 

Spending time outside in 
nature helps foster reverence 
for the earth. 
 
At the same time, by 
encouraging your child to 
play, explore and investigate, 
you’re helping them become 
active participants in their own 
learning.  
 

How: 

• Walk without any set 
destination or time-frame! 
Follow their pace and take 
interest in what they take 
interest in  

Go for a nature walk and list 
everything you can see to 
your child  

• Collect treasures on the 
walk and take them home to 
show Mama or Daddy  

• Allow your child to touch and 
feel as much as he needs. It 
may become a daily ritual 
you both cherish your baby! 



There’s a saying in 
neuroscience “cells that fire 
together, wire together.”  
The idea is that the more we 
use our brain to do something, 
the stronger the connections 
between the cells involved 
become. By intentionally 
offering our children materials 
that tap directly into creative 
thinking, like age-appropriate 
puzzles and play silks, we 
help unleash humanity’s 
inherent creativity and 
unlimited potential. 

We love that  open-ended play 
gives your child the opportunity 
to be a leader. Borrow her child-
like wonder and buy into the 
vision!

Ideas for play:

Help spur creative thinking by 
asking your little one open-
ended questions. Your 
enthusiasm will be contagious!

• What if we use this
for dress ups?

• Imagine if we tied this
on as a cape!

• I wonder how we could make
this into a bag?

• Could this be a roof
for our fort?

• I wonder if this is long enough
to use to jump rope?

Unlock creativity and leadership potential through open-ended play



HOT TIP:

Minimise power struggles and  
model respect by using phrases like  
“in our home, we….”  and  “bottom on seat” 

to remind children of the desired 
behaviours, which is more effective  

than scolding or issuing demands. 
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Encouraging independent eating



Encourage confidence and independent eating

Why: 

Children love to do things on their 
own given the opportunity, like 
wiping down their hands, face 
and place mat after eating. 

Any opportunity for a child to 
engage in self care and 
independence boosts their self 
esteem. 

The satisfaction of independent 
eating success empowers your baby 
to feel capable and self confident.  

Once your baby is walking she can 
help participate in setting, clearing 
and cleaning the table. 

Ideas for Play

• Model the behavior. Slowly pick 
up your glass with two hands 
when you take a sip

• Create a ritual of wiping you 
face and hands after every 
meal. Offer a wipe to your baby. 
With time she will do the same –
impressing dinner guests!

• Create a signal for finished 
eating. For example: at the end 
of a meal, hold both hands up 
and say ‘all done’ or ‘finished.’

This gives your little one a clear 
way to communicate with you 
long before talking

As babe transitions into the toddler 
stage, many parents find their 
baby starts standing at or climbing 
onto the table. 

To help avoid power struggles and 
model respect, try using phrases 
like ‘In our home we sit to eat’  and 
‘bottoms on seat.’ 

This reminds baby of the 
desired behaviour: which is 
more effective than scolding/
demanding.

These practical life skills are 
incredibly fun for children and 
enables your little one to participate 
in the natural rhythm of the home.
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FUN FACT:

It can be easy to create an environment
that fosters independence, confidence 

and learning for your babe. Children love to
do things on their own when given  

the opportunity. 
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Laying the groundwork for language



Simple ways to help build vocabulary and communication skills

Why: 

If your baby hears constant 
conversation in her first three 
years, she’ll have a larger 
vocabulary, increased social and 
communication skills which are 
integral to life!

Consider printing our 
downloadable routine cards or 
Things I see cards, to create fun 
parent-child interaction and give 
you easy prompts to talk about.

Ideas for play: 

• Talk in a high, sing song voice
that is instinctual when talking
to babies

• Research shows this helps
her access language and the
higher the tone, the easier it is
to hear

• Use as a prompt for
story-telling. Share memories
and stories with your little one,
perhaps while facing each
other on your tummies

• Make up silly songs naming
and describing the scenes
you see



Exploring the senses through sensory play
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We spend our early years trying 
to “make sense” of the world—
seeing, touching, smelling, tasting 
and listening to what’s around us. 

The multi-sensory connections 
that form in our brain allow us to 
create meaning and memory.

The more senses we engage, the 
more strongly we are tied to a 
moment, an object, a space. It’s 
why we advocate for experiential 
learning instead of the 
traditional approach to learning. 

Sensory play encourages your 
baby to examine, explore and 
strengthen the senses.

Ideas for play:

• Consider creating a sensory
corner in your lounge room
with a baby-safe mirror at
floor height. Babies can spend
hours enjoying them. They
love looking at the world and
themselves.

• Create a small basket or
sensory ring of various fabrics
for your inquisitive child to
dump and explore

• Have a bath with a playsilk -
wet silk feels interesting

• Peek-a-boo is a classic that
never gets old! Try saying
‘Where am I? Where did I go?

Develop the confidence to examine and explore



HOT TIP:

Resist the urge to TEACH and 
instead create an environment where

they can DISCOVER for themselves.  

– Monti&Me
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Strengthening attachment & sense of security



Reading to your baby helps strengthen secure attachment

Ideas For Play: 

• Your job as Chief Storyteller is to
lead a conversation about what
you see - ideally with sound
effects!

• Talk in a high, sing songy voice.
Research shows this helps her
access language. The higher the
tone, the easier for her
to hear

• When you come to the end,
choose a phrase like ‘We’re
finished’ or ‘The End’ and repeat
it at the end of
every book

• Keep background noise to a
minimal so baby can develop
attention and focus

• It is important to read slowly so
your baby can absorb language

• Create a rhythm to your day
and make book time a special
experience baby looks forward
to. The more you do it, the more
enjoyable it becomes

Why: 

The most essential ingredient 
for brain development is secure 
attachment, reading to your baby 
promotes ‘shared focus’ – joint 
experiences between you and your 
child that form the basis of strong 
relationships. Reading to your 
baby helps her learn that book 
time is comforting, fun and time 
spent close to you.



HOT TIP:

When you come to the end of a book, 
choose a phrase like ”We finished” or  
”The End” and repeat it every time.  

It becomes a signal that storytime is done.  
If they’re interested, you can read again. 



Building neural pathways daily



Everyday moments build neural pathways 

Why: 

Babies learn by seeing how 
things work in the real world. 
Neural associations are being 
built in your baby’s brain with 
each and every experience 
they have.  

The best experiences are real 
life learning with you. Listening 
to your voice every-day – 
reading, singing or talking – is 
key to growing connections in 
your baby’s brain.  

Interpreting everyday 
moments as purposeful 
play helps reframe our adult 
understanding of play and 
learning.  

How To Do It: 

• Your home provides plenty
to talk about and describe
to your little one

• Start the tour at the same
place each day like the
front door to create routine
and help baby feel safe
and secure. Find a phrase
that works for you like
‘Hello World’

• Bring your baby close
enough to focus on an
interesting object. As long
as they’re engaged give
them time to observe

• Name things for your baby
in simple language: ‘That’s
the kitchen’ Giving your

baby new words helps with 
language acquisition  

• Point to things. With time,
your babe will begin to
follow your point and share
your observation

• Find all the places where
there is water. Turn on
and off all the lights. In the
beginning you can do the
light switch for them, later
your baby can practice
herself

• Tip: This can become a
repetitive task -  you can
spice it up by singing and
rhyming about what you
see



HOT TIP: 

Allow your babe to explore at their  
own pace. Once they’re engaged,  

resist the urge to talk to them as this 
interrupts their concentration. 



Learning how round things roll



Why: 

Sensory balls are perfect tools 
for experimenting with and 
learning how round things roll.    

Guessing, experimenting, 
testing assumptions and 
drawing conclusions are all 
foundations for future success 
in maths and science. 

Sensory balls require a slightly 
different grasp in order for your 
baby to explore, exercising their 
palms as they use a wide grip 
andstrengtheningtheirfingers
as they manipulate the various 
holes in the grooves.  



.

Ideas For Play:

• Hold ball within reach of
baby and squeeze to make
noise – see if he responds
by waving his arms or legs in
excitement

• During tummy time roll just
out of reach to encourage
scooting. Your baby is
practicing reaching with
purpose

• Bounce a ball in front of
baby.Manybabiesfindit



• Narrate your baby’s actions 
by asking questions: Where 
is the spiky ball?  

• Use descriptive words –
smooth, rough, soft, spiky

• Use relational words – over,
under, in front, behind

• Create word recognition
around colour: Wow, you
have the blue ball

• Make up silly songs to the
tune of nursery rhymes:  The
ballsonthefloorspinround
and round

Learning how round things roll

hilarious to discover balls 
can bounce



Practicing filling & emptying a container



Practice filling and emptying a container 



Why: 

Practice fillingandemptyinga
container – an activity they will 
love to repeat with various 
objects and containers.

This activity helps your baby 
learn the principles of maths 
and science. 

You’llsoonfindthatthere’san 
endless stream of objects 
around your home that are far 
more interesting than any toy. 

Your baby is craving, touching & 
handling new and different 
things. 

By preparing a basket with 
objects from real life to explore, 
you’re encouraging your baby 
to explore and make new 
discoveries independently. 

Ideas For Play: 
• Collect treasures

• Sort treasures into groups:
round things, square things,
fuzzy things, things that

jingle—to help him build
associations

• Use rich descriptive
language to talk about how
each group is similar and
different

•  Fill basket with toys that
make noise: rattle, egg
shaker, bells

• Play
'Tip & Pour'
comparing texture, size
and weight. This activity
encourages choosing and
comparing with tactile
input



HOT TIP:

Get into the habit of interacting with  
your baby NOW in a way that cultivates a 
growth mindset. That way, it will be second 

nature by the time they’re 18 months old.  
Which is when the research says,  

the way you praise starts to make a difference.   
– Monti&Me
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HOT TIP:

Babies are absorbing everything
we say to them and around them. 

Hold off on venting or speaking
ill of others in her company.
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FUN FACT: 
Did you know that the most important 

interactions you have with a child can 

happen through play? By engaging in playful

serve and return with a child, you can 

literally help build stronger connections in 

the brain. Strong neural connections are the

foundation for all of a child’s future learning, 

behavior, and health.
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FUN FACT: 

Society expects adults to have the
ability to concentrate and focus, 
yet from birth we are constantly 
distracted by flashing toys, bright  

lights and things without purpose.
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Every interaction we have with our children shapes the people 
they are and the ones they will become. That’s a powerful truth. But it

comes with a parallel truth: our imperfections, our failures, our 

mistakes and our flaws make both us and our children human, and most 
importantly, it is how we handle those human moments that 

teach our children that being perfectly imperfect humans is perfectly okay. 

- L.R KNOST, HOLISTIC PARENTING MAGAZINE
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Within the child lies the 
fate of the future

– Maria Montessori



Thank you for sharing this Monti&Me Playkit with  

your little one.  
 

A reminder to supervise your baby while playing with  

the materials and not to leave your baby unattended.  

 
This Playguide isn’t for little hands – it’s for you.  

 
We are here for you! If you have any questions about any of 

the toys and tools, please email hello@montiandme.com.au



Share your play  
#montiandme 

@montiandmeau 

montiandme.com.au

Do you like Freebies?
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